Google migration solutions
ZeroIMPACT Google migration to Microsoft Exchange, SharePoint,
Office 365 and OneDrive for Business

Whether driven by a merger or
acquisition, an executive leadership
change or a new platform release,
many organizations are looking to
move their Gmail and Google Drive
content to Microsoft technologies.
Like any migration and consolidation
project, a Google-to-Microsoft
transition can be costly, labor intensive
and fraught with risk without the right
tools. If not done correctly, it can also
have a grave impact on the business.
Google Gmail, calendars, contacts
and content from Google Drive must
be migrated quickly and accurately to
ensure an on-time, on-budget and riskfree migration.

With solutions from Dell Software, you
can migrate from Gmail and Google
Drive with ZeroIMPACT on end users,
minimal risk and fewer resources than
you thought possible. Mitigate risk
and minimize IT and end user impact
with an on-schedule and error-free
migration from Google Apps to Office
365 and OneDrive for Business.Now
you can migrate Gmail, contacts,
calendars and Google Drive content
quickly and reliably, reducing migration
cost and complexity.

“We were actually kind of
surprised how smoothly
it went. The users were in
Google for as long as they
needed to be, and when
we were finished with the
migration, they could just
switch to Office 365. The
migration didn’t impact their
work at all, and I haven’t
heard of a single missing
email or contact since.”
Henrik Eriksson, CEO
ELE Engineering
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Migrate Gmail, calendars and
contacts to Exchange and Office
365 quickly and easily, while
minimizing the costs and risks
Upload Google Drive content
in bulk quickly and easily to
SharePoint, Office 365 and OneDrive
for Business, without data loss,
downtime or business disruption
Ensure that the migration is invisible
to end users and avoids an increase
in help-desk calls
Maintain business productivity
throughout the migration
Migrate with confidence knowing
that they’re working with an
experienced vendor with a track
record of successful Microsoft
platform migrations, a vast partner
ecosystem and global, 24x7 support

Features
Gmail migration — Ensure a fast, reliable
and low-cost migration of Google
Gmail, contacts and calendar data to
on-premises Exchange, Office 365
or hosted Exchange email platforms
without installing or maintaining any
software for the move.
•

•

•

•

Migrate multiple users simultaneously to
increase performance and to ensure your
project finishes on schedule
Filter email and calendar events to clean
up unwanted data and shorten the time it
takes to migrate
Migrate data using a phased approach
while maintaining folder labels and their
nested structure
Ensure the security of your confidential
data during the migration

Google Drive migration — Migrate
shared and personal documents, as well
as entire folders, from Google Drive
to SharePoint, Office 365 and OneDrive
for Business quickly and easily,
while retaining valuable metadata,
permissions and minimizing data loss,
downtime and business disruption.
•
•

Reduce migration time and complexity
using a simple drag-and-drop user interface
Ensure a high fidelity migration by
converting native Google documents

•

•

(Docs, Sheets and Slides) to the Microsoft
Office equivalent (Word, Excel and
PowerPoint) on the fly during migration
Preserve, reassign and add metadata
to content as its migrated to make
information easier to find and enhance its
business value
Map the security permissions of Google files
and folders to SharePoint item and library
level permissions automatically to ensure
that users have suitable access to content

Zero footprint — Minimize the risk,
cost and complexity of your Google
migration with Dell Software solutions
that are quick and easy to install
and do not require any additional
hardware, software or changes to your
infrastructure or server configuration.

About Dell Software
Dell Software helps customers unlock
greater potential through the power
of technology—delivering scalable,
affordable and simple-to-use solutions
that simplify IT and mitigate risk. This
software, when combined with Dell
hardware and services, drives unmatched
efficiency and productivity to accelerate
business results. www.dellsoftware.com.
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